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TESLA

We are pleased to present information on the development of a new Broadway show:

TESLA,
AN ELEKTRICAL SPECTACLE

an original stage musical inspired by the life and loves of Nikola Tesla, arguably the greatest inventor 
who ever lived. 

His story is an incredible one; a brilliant genius whose goal to harness the forces of nature for mankind 
pits him against the men-in-charge and a nascent military-industrial complex determined to protect the 
status quo.  But no matter how powerful his foes, Tesla would not stop fighting. "I am The Future and 
you cannot stop The Future!”

Insulted and forgotten for most of the last century, Nikola Tesla is now recognized as "the man who 
invented the 20th century".  Websites and organizations devoted to Tesla can now be found all over the 
planet. Because of his growing renown, we plan to follow up our Broadway opening with a second 
production in London. Following London we can tour productions across America, Europe, and Asia.

We are presently putting together the key group of partners to participate in the development and 
world premiere of this Broadway musical.

The Opportunity:
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Tesla was a creative scientific genius who brought us 
countless innovations between the 1880s and the 1930s. 

Tesla is responsible for so much that we all take for 
granted:  from the Alternating Current that powers 
everything electrical on the planet to all the wireless 
transmission that makes possible radio, television, 
satellite, and smartphone communication.

In addition, he was a key pioneer in electro-magnetism, 
x-rays, robotics, and the full panoply of electric motors 
and generators used all over the world.

Tesla was a modern Prometheus who changed the world 
by capturing the power of Niagara Falls with his AC 
System, making it possible to build hydro-electric plants 
to transmit electricity across America and across the 
globe.

He is the inspiration and namesake for one of the most 
sophisticated, revolutionary, and celebrated cars in all the 
world:  the Tesla automobile.

Why?

Because this vehicle uses a motor based on the one 
originally invented by our man in the 1880s.

Einstein famously called Tesla the “smartest man ever born.”

Who was Nikola Tesla?
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Our story is propelled by two conflicts. One pits a unique visionary against greedy robber barons and a relentless 
FBI. The other pits Tesla against himself.

Movie star handsome, charming and brilliant, Tesla was pursued by beautiful and brainy women 
wherever he went. But while he was attracted to many of these women, he forced himself to focus all of his energy 
on his work. On the outside he appeared calm and disciplined; on the inside he was torn apart by this conflict.

Featuring soaring ballads; show-stopping production numbers; and the most state-of-the-art, astounding effects not 
seen on stage since the theatrical antics of Leonardo da Vinci, our “Elektrical Spectacle” will be remembered as one 
of the most exciting and unusual entertainments to ever dazzle a Broadway audience.

This extraordinary show is filled with levitations, holograms, lightning bolts, multi-media magic and visions of The 
Future that will transform the entire theater into the inside of Tesla’s brain.

Watch him produce lightning bolts to rival anything in the heavens!Watch Tesla create the future before your very eyes!

A Musical filled with Drama, Emotion and Surprises
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The Music

 At its core, Tesla’s story is a classic David and Goliath tale.

It’s the story of a young Serbian prodigy who comes to our 
shores, becomes a proud US citizen, and in the process of 
producing his remarkable inventions strikes fear and loathing in 
the hearts of  Wall Street and Washington.

The Story

With a dramatic, eclectic and truly melodic score, the music 
ranges from the 19th to the 21st century, reflecting both the 
times Tesla lived in and the future he so passionately tried to 
bring into existence for all mankind.

In addition, the music of his homeland is integrated into the 
score via Gusle, an evocative and mystical style.
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The Two Timelines

“TESLA” is presented to the audience on two intersecting 
timelines; the first is set in 1943 and finds old man Tesla on a train 
to Washington en route to meet with President Roosevelt. Tesla 
has invented a particle beam weapon that he is sure can put an 
end to World War Two. He must meet with FDR to secure the 
funding he needs to build the weapon. 

J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI, will stop at nothing to keep Tesla 
away from the president.  Hoover has his agents follow our man 
as he boards the train in New York.  As the train stops at the 
series of stations between NY and DC, Hoover speaks with the 
agents, and we learn why he believes Tesla is “the most dangerous 
man in America”.

The second timeline emerges as he hurtles down the east coast, 
getting closer and closer to Washington. Tesla looks out the train 
window and remembers his childhood in Serbia, his arrival in NY 
in the 1880s, and the decades of amazing people, places, and 
events that have ultimately led him to be on board this train in 
1943.

Our two timelines come together in Washington as Tesla and 
Hoover square off once and for all, each man determined to be 
the victor.
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Experience the jaw-dropping “White City” for Chicago’s legendary World’s Fair - lit by Tesla.

Worlds Fair, Chicago -1893
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Witness Tesla harnessing the energy of Niagara Falls - inside the theatre!

Niagara Falls - 1896

Ahead of his time,Tesla was keenly interested in the future of the environment and spent his life in the 
pursuit of sustainable energy from Nature. He denounced the use of fossil fuels and promoted water, 
solar, and wind power to produce electricity.
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When “The Lion King” opened on Broadway it forever changed the Great White Way.  With its brilliant 
use of larger-than-life puppetry, this Disney show had an utterly different look and feel from any 
Broadway musical that had come before it.

A generation later, “TESLA” will open on Broadway and once again change the musical landscape by 
combining raw emotion with never-before-seen electrical effects.

Impact:
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The Name:
Rarely does a Broadway-bound musical have the name recognition that our “TESLA” has.

Nikola Tesla is revered throughout the world by a wide range of people who are drawn to both his 
amazing inventions and to his unrelenting altruism, as someone who wanted to bring free energy to the 
human race.

In honor of his scientific achievements in electricity and magnetism, the “Tesla” is the worldwide unit 
for magnetic flux density. When a person receives an MRI, the dosage of electromagnetic energy applied 
is measured in “Teslas”.

In 2012, when Tesla’s laboratory at Shoreham Long Island was slated to be razed and the land developed 
for real estate, a worldwide crowd-funding campaign materialized and within 3 days over $1,000,000 
was raised to purchase the land and start the process of building a Tesla Museum in his honor.

Leaders in technology from Sergie Brin of Google to Elon Musk of  Tesla Motors celebrate our hero for 
all he has done for mankind.

In short, the “Tesla” name is one that this production will capitalize on for both advertising, marketing 
and publicity. 
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The Initial Creative Team: Composer, Producer
Eddie Reyes: Composer/Lyricist,
Co-Creator

Though initially trained as an electrical engineer, Eddie 
switched gears and became an accomplished composer 
whose work in theater, film, and television has been praised 
for many years. Some of his theater scores include “The 
Circus of Dr. Lao”, “Esperanza”, and “Dorian Gray” which 
was chosen for Special Mention at the Eugene O'Neill 
National Music Theater Conference. “Dorian Gray” was 
mounted to great acclaim.

Eddie has written songs for musical adaptations of “Arsenic 
and Old Lace”, “Double Indemnity”, and “The Bridge of San 
Luis Rey” and composed a great deal of special material for 
numerous cabaret artists.

For television, Eddie has contributed music for the HBO 
hits “Big Apple”, “Deadwood”, and “John From Cincinatti”. 
He composed most of the musical underscore for the 
Academy Award-nominated film “Blue Velvet”.  An 
accomplished guitarist, pianist, orchestrator and arranger, 
he has also worked on over 200 commercials, trailers and 
videos, winning Telly and Clio Awards in the process.

Spencer Tandy: Bookwriter,  Producer, 
Co-Creator

Spencer has mounted theatrical productions in New York, 
London, and Paris for over forty years. Among his musical 
credits are productions of “Bubbling Brown Sugar” in London 
and Paris, “Peter Pan” on Broadway, the “Peter Pan” National 
Tour, “The Club” in London, “The Heebie Jeebies” Off-
Broadway and “A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum” in London.

Spencer’s other stage credits include the London premiere of 
David Mamet’s “A Life in the Theatre” and Frank South’s 
double-bill “Rattlesnake in a Cooler” and “Precious Blood” 
directed Off-Broadway by Robert Altman to great acclaim. 
His latest Broadway production was Adam Rapp’s “The 
Sound Inside” mounted in partnership with John Hart. The 
limited-run play opened to great reviews in 2019; Mary-
Louise Parker won the Tony for Best Actress.

Among his several TV and feature films, Spencer’s favorite is 
“The Robber Bridegroom," the Eudora Welty musical he 
produced for Showtime.

Since 1982 Spencer has been in demand as a ghostwriter and 
script doctor.  With “TESLA” he emerges from behind the 
curtain.
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Initial Creative Team: Scenographer, Co-Producer
Daniel Flannery: Scenographer

Daniel is well known as one of the most impressive 
lighting designers and creative conceptualists in the 
entertainment business. He has worked extensively 
with film studios, TV studios, and governments all 
over the world.

For Universal Studios Daniel served as conceptualist, 
scenographer and lighting designer on many 
attractions including “E.T.”, “Back to the Future”, 
“King Kong” and “Conan”. He was also the principal 
lighting designer for the entire architectural and 
sitescape of both Universal Studios Florida and 
Islands of Adventure.

Daniel has designed and produced many large-scale, 
multimedia projects in Europe, Asia, and the Middle 
East; go to Daniel’s website to see photos and videos 
of his work: dflannery.com

Bill MacDonald: Co-Producer

Bill has been writing and producing hit film and 
television projects for several decades.

In addition to serving as the president of  The 
Robert Evans company at Paramount, Bill was an 
independent producer on many popular movies such 
as “The Saint”, “Sliver”, and “Jade”. He is one of the 
creators, producers, and writers of the HBO series 
“ROME”.

Marcus Morton: Co-Producer

Marcus is a business and entertainment entrepreneur 
with a proven track record in music, film, transmedia, 
and technology.

He was VP of EMI Records Group NA in the 1990s 
before moving into film and television and producing 
the #1 US box office hit “You Got Served”.

Marcus has founded and sold several tech companies.

http://dflannery.com
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